OUR ESCAPE ROOMS:
• DEAD MAN’S CURSE
• GULLIVER
• HAUNTED HOUSE
• MIND GAMES
• INCREDIBLE HEIST
• POLICE STATION
• PIRATE’S HUT
• THE ORPHANAGE
• KIKORIKI
• CIRCUS SECRETS
• THE VAMPIRE DIARIES
• FAIRY TALE
• DEMON
• PHANTOM
• SHERLOCK HOLMES
• BANK ROBBERY

DEAD MAN’S CURSE
Scary

30М2

Medieval Europe was famous for its tough methods and total absence of compassion.
Do not even hope for mercy being confined here in the underground casemates. Seems like you are
going to be executed without any reason. So think about how to get off the dungeon before the headsman comes.
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
10

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
beginner

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
62 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
3

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# REALISTIC, ATMOSPHERIC, GHOST, WOW-EFFECTS, DETECTIVE

GULLIVER
Family

90М2

Gulliver took you to his second voyage to the land of the giants. As soon as you arrived at Brobdingnag
and entered the house of one of the giants, Gulliver disappears. Mysterious whispering informs you
of the fact that in an hour a cat will appear in the house to catch mice. You are just the right size, and
Myrmryg is not used to examining his prey. It’s time to run without looking back!
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
8

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
amateur / expert

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
71 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
2

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# REALISTIC, ATMOSPHERIC, FOR DATES, FAMILY, FUNNY, FOR GIRLS, ADVENTURES

HAUNTED HOUSE
Scary

4×4М

50М2

Once upon a time you could see the light inside the house and hear children`s laugh. It used to be
like that until the whole family of Anderson suddenly disappeared. The same thing happened to Tom
Hardy, who was hired to find them. Police didn`t manage to discover any footprints and stopped
searching the people. However, neighbors tell that the Evil has settled in the mysterious house.
Freezing thrill embraces everybody who dares to come in. But would it really stop you?
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
10

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
amateur

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
68 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
3

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# SCARY, REALISTIC, ATMOSPHERIC, GHOST, WOW-EFFECTS, DETECTIVE

MIND GAMES
Adventures

40М2

In the near future, Professor Kurchatov learned how to get in a head of another person. As his first
experiment, he decided to transfer YOU – his laboratory assistants – into his head. But something went
wrong and now, exactly in one hour, all of stored knowledge, memories and thoughts will be deleted once
and for all. Eliminate all errors in all of the brain regions and finish the started experiment successfully.
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
8

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
beginner / amateur

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
86 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
4-5

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# DETECTIVE, FOR A BIG COMPANY, REALISTIC

INCREDIBLE HEIST
Adventures

4×4М

30М2

You have almost accomplished your task and become a member of a gang of thieves. There is only
one test left. You will have to visit the house of one of the wealthiest collectors on the planet and steal
five precious crystals from his hiding places. You are lucky – he loves to travel and is away right now.
You have one hour!
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
11

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
beginner / amateur

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
82 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
4

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# FOR TEENS, ADVENTURES, ACTION QUEST, CHEAP QUEST

POLICE STATION
Detective

4×4М

40М2

In the freewheeling 1990s, you were out of luck to become witnesses of a terrible crime. In confusion,
despite of your attempts to acquit yourseves, you were rounded up, and now you find yourselves in a
ward of a police department to make further statements. It seems that something is wrong here – there’s
nobody in the department! You’d better hurry up to ravel all this matter out. Who will want to leave
unwitting witnesses alive?
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
10

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
beginner / amateur

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
75 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
low-budget

• WOW-effects:
no

• Number of rooms:
3-4

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# FUNNY, DETECTIVE, REALISTIC, CHEAP QUEST

PIRATE’S HUT
Adventures

4×4М

40М2

You are on a tropic isle in the middle of the Caribbean. Well, you know where this is going. There is
thunder in paradise. A lonesome hut on a cliff could become your death trap! Its bloodthirsty eyedpatched landlord will soon be back from hunting. Take it on faith, he will gladly turn you into one of his
trophies. These dull walls are hardly the last thing you want to see before his blade finds you — run!
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
13

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
amateur / expert

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
73 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
2

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# FAMILY, FOR TEENS, ADVENTURES, ATMOSPHERIC

THE ORPHANAGE
Scary

40М2

On the outskirts of a small town there is a dark forest, and deep in the forest- an abandoned orphanage.
Local people say that many years ago its headmaster used to pay for his own immortality with the souls of
the children. Then suddenly the orphanage was empty in one night. “Nonsense” - you thought and went
to explore this place of horror. Well, now you are here, in an empty abandoned building. It’s time to come
back, but it seems something won’t let you leave yet.
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
10

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
expert

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
62 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
low-budget

• WOW-effects:
no

• Number of rooms:
4

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# SCARY, HORROR, FOR TEENS

KIKORIKI
For kids

4×4М

60М2

Welcome to the magic land of Kikoriki! Usually it is full of fund, but today a pall is cast over its merriment — one of the characters is missing.
He was turned into a caterpillar, and to save him the kids have to find a device called improviser.
On their way to this goal the kids will solve many mysteries, visit a bamboo forest, and ancient tomb,
and a happy aboriginal village.
PLAYERS:
1-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
8

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
beginner

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
93 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
4

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# FOR KIDS, FUNNY, FOR A BIRTHDAY

CIRCUS SECRETS
Adventures

4×4М

40М2

You’ve got an anonymous invitation for the circus show, but have you ever thought that you would participate in this show? Three foxy clowns, who became tired of entertaining ungrateful audience, decided to
entertain themselves and lured you into a trap.
Try to get out of the abandoned business area of the circus before the light turns off and no one would
ever remember about you.
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
12

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
beginner / amateur

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
76 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
no

• Number of rooms:
3

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# DIFFICULT, FOR TEENS, SCARY, ATMOSPHERIC, DETECTIVE

THE VAMPIRE DIARIES
Scary

4×4М

65М2

This seaside town is not at all as welcoming as your tourist agent told you. It is full of vampires! They
are among us: clans fight, kill people, and drink their blood. The trap is closed, and now you are their
food. But they won’t kill you at once. For now, you are packed in a container and left for tomorrow.
But an ancient vampire is about to wake up, and he is always hungry after sleep. Run for your life,
whatever it takes you!
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
9

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
amateur / expert

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
71 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
5-6

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# AFTER MOVIES AND BOOKS, SCARY, ATMOSPHERIC, REALISTIC, FOR TEENS

FAIRY TALE
Adventures

4×4М

35М2

Koshchei has attacked a fairy-tale village and you have to draw out a magic sword out of a stone to beat
the enemy. The sword cannot be drawn out so easily, of course: first, you’ll need to remember everything
your granny told you about in the evenings when you were tinies.

PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
12

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
amateur

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
74 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
low-budget

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
3

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# FOR KIDS, FOR SCHOOLKIDS, ADVENTURES, FANTASY

DEMON
Horror

72М2

Your rescue team has been called up to a quiet mining town. A group of miners hasn’t returned from
the rock masses after one of the shifts. A local group of rescuers went down to carry out the search
operation. Communication with this group was interrupted almost immediately. They also need your
help. What’s going on? A shadow slipped past… Strange sounds, moaning. Miner? Rescuer? He is
approaching you. Oh my gosh!!!! No way! What the hell!.. Demons!
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
11

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
amateur

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
78 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
6

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# REALISTIC, ATMOSPHERIC, WOW-EFFECTS, DETECTIVE, ADVENTURES, HORROR

PHANTOM
Detective

60М2

Your acquaintance, an opera singer, asked you to meet her after a late rehearsal. She is afraid to be alone
in the old theater. Many inexplainable and mystical things have been happening here recently: props
fall all of a sudden, chilling sounds come from nowhere. You are waiting for the end of the rehearsal in
the lobby when suddenly you hear a blood curdling scream and horrible laughter! Is the evil spirit, the
favourite topic of all newspapers, real? There is no time to guess! Go save your friend before it’s too late!
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
12

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
amateur

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
73 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
4

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# REALISTIC, ATMOSPHERIC, GHOST, WOW-EFFECTS, DETECTIVE, ADVENTURES

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Detective

70М2

Evil genius Professor Moriarty does not sleep. He created a killing machine to conquer the world and
intends to test her in London. You, the helpers of Sherlock Holmes to stop him. The detective managed to lure the Professor out of the house, but the car is already on, and within an hour the city will be
destroyed. If you have time to destroy it?
PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
12

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
amateur / expert

SOUND:
high-quality

PASSABILITY:
62 %

• Type:
premium

• Atmospherity:
high-quality

• WOW-effects:
yes

• Number of rooms:
4

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# REALISTIC, ATMOSPHERIC, WOW-EFFECTS, DETECTIVE, ADVENTURES

BANK ROBBERY
Adventures

60М2

You are the legendary team of robbers. An influential collector has ordered to thieve the unique relic,
which is kept in the bank storage. What a pity that you have not thought out the plan prior to your affair…
Extemporize! You have only one hour to perform the order and not to get caught.

PLAYERS:
2-4

SCENERY:
high-quality

PUZZLES:
10

QUEST DIFFICULTY:
beginner

SOUND:
average-quality

PASSABILITY:
84 %

• Type:
common

• Atmospherity:
common-budget

• WOW-effects:
no

• Number of rooms:
4

• Fragrance support:
no

• Sessions per 10 hours:
8

# FOR TEENS, FOR GIRLS, FOR RENDEZVOUS, ADVENTURES, FANTASY

ABOUT US
• We have over 4 years of experience in developing and creating escape rooms
and 10 years of experience in general construction works
• We have launched 42 own escape rooms
• We have constructed 54 high quality escape rooms for our clients
• Over 100 ready-made scenarios and you can choose any of them
• We create unique design for each escape room. We will make all your ideas come true!
• We have launched escape room boxes in «plug’n’play» format
• Our mission is to provide you with а high quality product!
• We guarantee that you will get a fascinating escape room and your friends and guests
will be amazed!

